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"Revised edition: with new recipes and photography"--Cover.

The New Craft of the Cocktail
The Bar Book — Bartending and mixology for the home cocktail enthusiast Learn
the key techniques of bartending and mixology from a master: Written by
renowned bartender and cocktail blogger Jeffrey Morgenthaler, The Bar Book is the
only technique-driven cocktail handbook out there. This indispensable guide breaks
down bartending into essential techniques, and then applies them to building the
best drinks. Over 60 of the best drink recipes: The Bar Book contains more than 60
recipes that employ the techniques you will learn in this bartending book. Each
technique is illustrated with how-to photography to provide inspiration and
guidance. Bartending and mixology techniques include the best practices for:
Juicing Garnishing Carbonating Stirring and shaking Choosing the correct ice for
proper chilling and dilution of a drink And, much more If you found PTD Cocktail
Book, 12 Bottle Bar, The Joy of Mixology, Death and Co., and Liquid Intelligence to
be helpful among bartending books, you will find Jeffrey Morgenthaler’s The Bar
Book to be an essential bartender book.

I'm Just Here for the Drinks
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'It is impossible to read this book without wanting to scuttle off into the kitchen.'
Nigella Lawson The benefits of sourdough are well known - the slow fermentation
process creates a healthier and lighter dough that is easier to digest - but until now
they have been mainly linked to bread. If it rises, however, it can be made with
sourdough, and in this ground-breaking new book, Vanessa Kimbell focuses on
sweet sourdough bakes that not only nourish the gut but also improve your mood.
Using a variety of flours, including chestnut, spelt and einkorn, as well as blends
you can make up yourself, the classic recipes and new ideas for flavour
combinations cover everything from cakes, tarts and biscuits, to doughnuts,
brioche and pretzels, and rely on natural sweetness wherever possible. Recipes
include Morello Cherry Shortbread, Chocolate, Tangerine & Pistachio Cakes, Carrot
& Walnut Cake, Doughnuts and Mille-feuille as well as vinegars, compotes, cultured
creams, butters and ghee. There is even Chocolate, Almond & Hazelnut Spread and
Sourdough Vanilla Ice Cream. Vanessa also explains how sourdough helps to
maintain the health and diversity of your gut microbiome. From understanding the
benefits of having diversity in your diet to the amazing work of enzymes, this book
is about understanding the connection between our food, gut microbiome and the
potential impact on our mental health. New studies are unveiling links between the
microorganisms in our gut and our mood and behaviour, and Vanessa is at the
forefront of this research. 'Britain's queen of sourdough.' - Telegraph 'Vanessa
Kimbell wants to change the bread we eat, one loaf at a time. She's the real deal: a
total inspiration.' - Diana Henry 'Just five years ago if someone said to you that
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they were writing a book about sourdough bread and mental health you would
have thought they needed psychiatric help. Today nobody is laughing as the latest
science tells us that microbes are the key link between food and the health of our
mind and bodies.' - Tim Spector, author of The Diet Myth

Thermal Hydraulics Aspects of Liquid Metal Cooled Nuclear
Reactors
Discover 50 cocktails inspired by famous artists, their art and their favourite
tipples. Shake up delicious art-inspired drinks, from the absinthe-fuelled Pablo
Pisco Sour to the verdant Henry Mojito, and discover evocative cocktails that will
transport you straight to Toulouse-Lautrec's Moulin Rouge, Frida Kahlo's favourite
cantina, or one of Salvador Dalí's surrealist dinner parties. Filled with art anecdotes
and colourful tales, this is both a whistle-stop tour through art history and an
exciting way to wet your whistle. Cocktails include the: · Dalí Wallbanger · Klein
Blue Moon · Whamm! Bamm! Pow! · Picasso Sour · Frida Kahlúa · René Margarita ·
and the Hirst-inspired Shark Bite

Savoy Cocktail Book
Matt Whiley, AKA The Talented Mr Fox, traces the evolution of the modern
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bartender against the backdrop of cocktail history with this stylish cocktail recipe
book. With more than 60 recipes made from spirit bases including gin, vodka,
whiskey, bourbon and cognac, alongside expert advice on equipment and
glassware, this is the complete kit to modern cocktail making at home! Learn to
make delicious and original cocktails such as the Bangkok Penicillin or the Marmite
Martini, Pea Wine or the Rok House Bellini Fermented Cucumber Syrup. From
highly acclaimed mixologist and drinks consultant Matt Whiley, this unique cocktail
recipe book is the perfect inspiration for creating your own modern drinks cabinet
and the perfect how to guide to making delicious and highly creative cocktails from
scratch.

The Joy of Mixology, Revised and Updated Edition
"Thoughtfully conceived and very well written, this is essential somm
reading."—The Somm Journal "This is the most important wine book of the year,
perhaps in many years."—The Seattle Times "Crisply written, impeccably
researched, balanced if fundamentally enthusiastic, scholarly but accessible, and
full of unexpected details and characters."—The World of Fine Wine No wine
category has seen more dramatic growth in recent years than American
Rhône–variety wines. Winemakers are devoting more energy, more acreage, and
more bottlings to Rhône varieties than ever before. The flagship Rhône red, Syrah,
is routinely touted as one of California’s most promising varieties, capable of
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tremendous adaptability as a vine, wonderfully variable in style, and highly
expressive of place. There has never been a better time for American Rhône wine
producers. American Rhône is the untold history of the American Rhône wine
movement. The popularity of these wines has been hard fought; this is a story of
fringe players, unknown varieties, and longshot efforts finding their way to the
mainstream. It’s the story of winemakers gathering sufficient strength in numbers
to forge a triumph of the obscure and the brash. But, more than this, it is the story
of the maturation of the American palate and a new republic of wine lovers whose
restless tastes and curiosity led them to Rhône wines just as those wines were
reaching a critical mass in the marketplace. Patrick J. Comiskey’s history of the
American Rhône wine movement is both a compelling underdog success story and
an essential reference for the wine professional.

Cocktail Codex
CHALLENGE YOUR PALATE Move over sweet. Cocktail aficionados are mixing up
creative concoctions that are herbaceous, smoky and strong. These rims are
anything but sugarcoated. Savory Cocktails shakes, stirs and strains nearly 100
hard-hitting distilled delights for a cornucopia of today’s coolest drinks. Using
everything from classic liqueurs to innovative new bitters, the recipes in this book
offer a stylish, sophisticated approach to complex-flavored cocktails like: •Yuzu
Sour •Green Tea Gimlet •Off-White Negroni •Pink Peppercorn Hot Gin Sling
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•Greens Fee Fizz •The Spice Trail Packed with carefully crafted cocktails as well as
information on tools, ingredients and imbibing history, Savory Cocktails goes way
beyond just recipes. The devilish twists in this barman’s companion are taste
tested and mixologist approved.

Clean + Dirty Drinking
An innovative, captivating tour of the finest whiskies the world has to offer,
brought to you by bestselling author and whisky connoisseur Tristan Stephenson.
Tristan explores the origins of whisky, from the extraordinary Chinese distillation
pioneers well over 2,000 years ago to the discovery of the medicinal ‘aqua vitae’
(water of life), through to the emergence of what we know as whisky. Explore the
magic of malting, the development of flavour and the astonishing barrel-ageing
process as you learn about how whisky is made. In the main chapter, Tristan takes
us on a journey through 56 distilleries around the world, exploring their remarkable
quirks, unique techniques and flavours, featuring all new location photography
from the Scottish Highlands to Tennessee. After that, you might choose to make
the most of Tristan’s bar skills with some inspirational whisky-based cocktails. This
fascinating, comprehensive book is sure to appeal to whisky aficionados and
novices alike.
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Meehan's Bartender Manual
Drink to health with this vibrant collection of tasty cocktails that promote wellness
from the inside out. Inspired by the seasons, each of these 24 cocktail recipes
includes ways to enjoy the drink "clean" (sans alcohol) or "dirty" (with alcohol),
with ingredients aimed at promoting health. From a refreshing and revitalizing
rhubarb and coconut sparkler (the optional splash of gin makes this perfect for a
summer baby shower), to inflammation-busting turmeric in a spicy, non-alcoholic
version of a Moscow Mule, each drink is equal parts eye-catching, healthful, and
most of all, delicious. Part One is dedicated to 75 recipes for elements of a perfect
cocktail—flavored ice, infusions, foams, syrups, and more—making this book an
essential source for anyone looking to up their mixology game with new and
innovative ingredients and technqiues.

The Modern Cocktail
The next great ingredient in the craft cocktail revolution has arrived: craft beer.
Bartender and cocktail consultant Jacob Grier offers up more than fifty thirstquenching concoctions featuring beer. Long considered a beverage best enjoyed
on its own, beer has now become a favorite ingredient for top bartenders around
the world. In Cocktails on Tap, Grier collects the best of these contemporary
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creations alongside forgotten classics. While the Mai Ta-IPA adds a refreshing note
to a tropical favorite, the Green Devil boosts a powerful Belgian beer with gin and a
rinse of absinthe. In Cocktails on Tap, the vast range of today’s beers, from basic
lagers to roasty stouts and sour Belgian ales, is shaken up for mixologists looking
to add some spice—and hop—to their repertoire. “Grier is a masterful guide
through the wickedly creative terrain of beer cocktails, offering not just delightful
recipes, but history and cultural commentary, too. Connoisseurs and neophytes
alike will find much to savor, and the latter will appreciate Jacob’s tutelage in
cocktail basics. Grab a copy and start mixing!” —Maureen Ogle, author of
Ambitious Brew: The Story of American Beer “Jacob Grier was at the forefront of
the beer cocktail renaissance before many of us had ever contemplated the idea of
a beer cocktail. His vast knowledge of beer and passionate dedication to this area
of mixology is certain to push the craft of cocktails forward in a positive new
direction.” —Jeffrey Morgenthaler, author of The Bar Book

The Ultimate Bar Book
Thermal Hydraulics Aspects of Liquid Metal cooled Nuclear Reactors is a
comprehensive collection of liquid metal thermal hydraulics research and
development for nuclear liquid metal reactor applications. A deliverable of the
SESAME H2020 project, this book is written by top European experts who discuss
topics of note that are supplemented by an international contribution from U.S.
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partners within the framework of the NEAMS program under the U.S. DOE. This
book is a convenient source for students, professionals and academics interested
in liquid metal thermal hydraulics in nuclear applications. In addition, it will also
help newcomers become familiar with current techniques and knowledge. Presents
the latest information on one of the deliverables of the SESAME H2020 project
Provides an overview on the design and history of liquid metal cooled fast reactors
worldwide Describes the challenges in thermal hydraulics related to the design and
safety analysis of liquid metal cooled fast reactors Includes the codes, methods,
correlations, guidelines and limitations for liquid metal fast reactor thermal
hydraulic simulations clearly Discusses state-of-the-art, multi-scale techniques for
liquid metal fast reactor thermal hydraulics applications

Ellen Gallagher: AxME
Reveals all of the cocktail recipes available at the famous PDT bar as well as
behind-the-scenes secrets on bar design, food, and techniques.

Drinking the Devil's Acre
Winner of the 2018 James Beard Foundation Cookbook Award in "Beverage"
category Finalist for the 2018 International Association of Culinary Professionals
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(IACP) Book Awards Winner of the 2018 Tales of the Cocktail Spirited Award for
Best New Cocktail or Bartending Book A stunningly packaged, definitive guide to
bar-building from one of the world's most acclaimed bartenders. Meehan's
Bartender Manual is acclaimed mixologist Jim Meehan's magnum opus--and the
first book to explain the ins and outs of the modern bar industry. This
groundbreaking work chronicles Meehan's storied career in the bar business
through practical, enlightening chapters that mix history with professional insight.
Meehan's deep dive covers the essential topics, including the history of cocktails
and bartending, service, hospitality, menu development, bar design, spirits
production, drink mixing technique, and the tools you'll need to create a wellstocked bar--all brought to life in over 150 black- and-white illustrations by artist
Gianmarco Magnani. The book also includes recipes for 100 cocktail
classics--including Meehan originals--plus insights as to why he makes them the
way he does, offering unprecedented access to a top bartender's creative process.
Organized by spirit base, the recipes contain detailed annotations and are
accompanied by fine art photographer Doron Gild's breathtaking, full-color photos.
Thoughtful contributions from more than 50 colleagues around the world who've
greatly contributed to global cocktail culture further contextualize Meehan's
philosophy. Timeless black-and-white portraits of these industry experts round out
this comprehensive tome. This densely informative, yet approachable manual is
presented in an iconic package--featuring a textured cover with debossed type,
rounded corners, and nearly 500 pages--making it an instant classic to be enjoyed
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now, and for years to come. Whether you're a professional looking to take your
career to the next level or an enthusiastic amateur interested in better
understanding concepts like mise en place and the mechanics of drink making,
Meehan's Bartender Manual is the definitive modern guide.

Savory Cocktails
A thoroughly updated edition of the 2003 classic that home and professional
bartenders alike refer to as their cocktail bible. Gary Regan, the "most-read
cocktail expert around" (Imbibe), has revised his original tome for the 15th
anniversary with new material: many more cocktail recipes--including smart
revisions to the originals--and fascinating information on the drink making revival
that has popped up in the past decade, confirming once again that this is the only
cocktail reference you need. A prolific writer on all things cocktails, Gary Regan
and his books have been a huge influence on mixologists and bartenders in
America. This brand-new edition fills in the gaps since the book first published,
incorporating Regan's special insight on the cocktail revolution from 2000 to the
present and a complete overhaul of the recipe section. With Regan's renowned
system for categorizing drinks helps bartenders not only to remember drink
recipes but also to invent their own, The Joy of Mixology, Revised and Updated
Edition is the original drinks book for both professionals and amateurs alike.
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The Girl Who Drew Butterflies
A stunningly designed cocktail book that will transport you back to the golden era
of sophisticated drinking, where quality and style reigned. What'll it be? Something
light and refreshing, or big and boozy? Join the internationally acclaimed team
from The Everleigh for an evening of good drinking, festive hosting and classic
style. From an aperitif at sundown, a nightcap in the early hours, right through to a
hair of the dog the morning after, we invite you on a wild and romantic journey in
celebration of the golden era of drinking and entertaining. The Everleigh,
Australia's best cocktail bar, is about mystery and awe that builds anticipation and
excitement about the evening ahead and then, ultimately, lives up to that
expectation, every time. Michael founded the bar with the late Sasha Petraske, the
man responsible for opening Milk & Honey in New York and thus forever changing
the way bartenders throughout the world made drinks. The bar was designed to
deliver detail-oriented, attentive service to focus on your experience, and their skill
lies in making it a great one. From this it is easy to understand why The Everleigh
is more than just a bar - it is an experience - and A Spot at the Bar: Welcome to
The Everleigh is an invitation into their inner sanctum. With more than three
hundred recipes for fond and forgotten classic cocktails, including our favourite
variations, A Spot At The Bar will transport you back to the golden era of elegant
drinking. Tips and tricks for hosting the perfect soirée, what to pour into your
punchbowl and how to dress with savvy style, round out a cocktail book like no
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other. So, what are you waiting for? Time to find a spot at the bar

Regarding Cocktails
During the 1870s and '80s, a single bar-filled block in San Francisco called the
Devil's Acre threw what may have been the most enduring party the world has
ever seen. Duggan McDonnell is in love with the city of his forefathers and its everflowing cocktails, and it shows in this history-packed drinking tour through one of
the most beloved cities in the world. Twenty-five iconic cocktail recipes made
famous by the City by the Bay—from the legendary Pisco Punch, Mai Tai, and Irish
Coffee to the Gold Rush–era Sazerac and more modern-day Lemon Drop—are
accompanied by an additional 45 recipes that show the evolution of these classic
elixirs, resulting in such contemporary favorites as the Revolver and the Last Word,
guaranteeing to keep the party going and the liquor flowing.

The Bar Chef
Smuggler's Cove
From the authors of the bestselling and genre-defining cocktail book Death & Co,
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Cocktail Codex is a comprehensive primer on the craft of mixing drinks that
employs the authors’ unique “root cocktails” approach to give drink-makers of
every level the tools to understand, execute, and improvise both classic and
original cocktails. JAMES BEARD AWARD WINNER • WINNER OF THE TALES OF THE
COCKTAIL SPIRITED AWARD® FOR BEST NEW COCKTAIL OR BARTENDING BOOK •
NAMED ONE OF THE BEST COOKBOOKS OF THE YEAR BY CHICAGO TRIBUNE “There
are only six cocktails.” So say Alex Day, Nick Fauchald, and David Kaplan, the
visionaries behind the seminal craft cocktail bar Death & Co. In Cocktail Codex,
these experts reveal for the first time their surprisingly simple approach to
mastering cocktails: the “root recipes,” six easily identifiable (and memorizable!)
templates that encompass all cocktails: the old-fashioned, martini, daiquiri,
sidecar, whisky highball, and flip. Once you understand the hows and whys of each
“family,” you'll understand why some cocktails work and others don't, when to
shake and when to stir, what you can omit and what you can substitute when
you're missing ingredients, why you like the drinks you do, and what sorts of drinks
you should turn to—or invent—if you want to try something new. Praise for Cocktail
Codex “Learn the template, and any cocktail you can think of is within
reach.”—Food & Wine “Too bad all college textbooks weren’t this much
fun.”—Garden & Gun “A must for amateur and pro mixologists alike.”—Chicago
Tribune “If Dora the Explorer turned twenty-one, split herself into three people, and
decided to write the Magna Carta of booze books, this would be the result. And,
unlike every other book you’ll read this year, Cocktail Codex is packed with actual
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knowledge you can use in the real world. Please, please, can Cinema Codex be
next?”—Steven Soderbergh, filmmaker

American Rhone
Outlines scientific approaches to making aesthetically appealing, better-tasting
drinks through an awareness of ingredient properties, sharing illustrated recipes
and instructions for using specific equipment and techniques. Includes further
reading, glossary, sources and recipe list. 35,000 first printing.

The Curious Bartender: An Odyssey of Malt, Bourbon & Rye
Whiskies
Micah LeMon had one slight problem when he started bartending nearly twenty
years ago: he had no idea what he was doing. Mixology, he came to understand, is
based on principles that are indispensable but not widely known. In The Imbible,
LeMon shares the knowledge he has gained over two decades, so that even
beginning bartenders can execute classic cocktails--and riff on those classics to
create originals of their own. A good cocktail is never a random concoction. LeMon
introduces readers to the principal components of every drink--spirit, sweet, and
sour or bitter--and explains the role each plays in bringing balance to a beverage.
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Choosing two archetypes--the shaken Daiquiri and the stirred Manhattan—he
shows how bartenders craft delicious variations by beginning with a good
foundation and creatively substituting like ingredients. Lavishly illustrated in color
and laid out in an inviting and practical way, The Imbible also provides a thorough
overview of the bartender’s essential tools and techniques and includes recipes for
over forty drinks--from well executed classics to original creations exclusive to this
book. Both a lesson for beginners and a master class for more experienced
bartenders, LeMon’s book opens the door to endless variations without losing sight
of the true goal--to make a delicious cocktail.

The Bar Book
The definitive guide to the contemporary craft cocktail movement, from one of the
highest-profile, most critically lauded, and influential bars in the world. Death & Co
is the most important, influential, and oft-imitated bar to emerge from the
contemporary craft cocktail movement. Since its opening in 2006, Death & Co has
been a must-visit destination for serious drinkers and cocktail enthusiasts, and the
winner of every major industry award—including America’s Best Cocktail Bar and
Best Cocktail Menu at the Tales of the Cocktail convention. Boasting a supremely
talented and creative bar staff—the best in the industry—Death & Co is also the
birthplace of some of the modern era’s most iconic drinks, such as the Oaxaca OldFashioned, Naked and Famous, and the Conference. Destined to become a
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definitive reference on craft cocktails, Death & Co features more than 500 of the
bar’s most innovative and sought-after cocktails. But more than just a collection of
recipes, Death & Co is also a complete cocktail education, with information on the
theory and philosophy of drink making, a complete guide to buying and using
spirits, and step-by-step instructions for mastering key bartending techniques.
Filled with beautiful, evocative photography; illustrative charts and infographics;
and colorful essays about the characters who fill the bar each night; Death &
Co—like its namesake bar—is bold, elegant, and setting the pace for mixologists
around the world.

Zero
Presents a history of bitters, cocktail recipes, and how to make bitters at home.

The Nomad Cocktail Book
Robert F. Sibert Medal winner Bugs, of all kinds, were considered to be “born of
mud” and to be “beasts of the devil.” Why would anyone, let alone a girl, want to
study and observe them? One of the first naturalists to observe live insects
directly, Maria Sibylla Merian was also one of the first to document the
metamorphosis of the butterfly. In this visual nonfiction biography, richly illustrated
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throughout with full-color original paintings by Merian herself, the Newbery
Honor–winning author Joyce Sidman paints her own picture of one of the first
female entomologists and a woman who flouted convention in the pursuit of
knowledge and her passion for insects. Booklist Editor’s Choice Chicago Public
Library Best of 2018 Kirkus Best book of 2018 2018 Bulletin Blue Ribbon Book
Junior Library Guild Selection New York Public Library Top 10 Best Books of 2018

A Spot at the Bar: Welcome to the Everleigh
It’s the one-pot meal reinvented, and what is sure to become every busy cook’s
new favorite way of getting dinner on the table. It’s Sheet Pan Suppers—a
breakthrough full-color cookbook with more than 120 recipes for complete meals,
snacks, brunch, and even dessert, that require nothing more than a sheet pan,
your oven, and Molly Gilbert’s inspired approach. The virtue of cooking on a sheet
pan is two-fold. First there’s the convenience of cooking everything together and
having just one pan to clean up. Then there’s the cooking method—roasting,
baking, or broiling—three techniques that intensify flavors; in other words, food
tastes better when cooked on a sheet pan (move over, slow cooker). But the real
genius here is Molly Gilbert’s fresh, sophisticated approach. There are easy dinners
for weeknight meals—Chicken Legs with Fennel and Orange; Soy-Mustard Salmon
and Broccoli; Roasted Pork Tenderloin with Squash, Apples, and Onions. Special
occasion meals—Rack of Lamb with Herby Bread Crumbs and Buttered Carrots;
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Asparagus and Black Cod in Parchment. Meatless meals—Israeli Couscous-Stuffed
Peppers. Plus surprise extras, including in-a-snap party snacks—Baked Brie and
Strawberries, Corn and Crab Cakes with Yogurt Aioli; quick brunch dishes like
Greens and Eggs and Ham, and Baked Apricot French Toast; and, of course,
dessert—Stone Fruit Slab Pie, Halloween Candy S’mores. Maximum ease, minimal
cleanup, and mouthwatering recipes. In other words, a revelation that will change
the way we cook.

Young Whit and the Shroud of Secrecy
Vanilla-and-hickory smoked Manhattan, anyone? BarChef is a cocktail lounge on
Queen Street West in Toronto. Dedicated to the art and science of the cocktail, its
beauty lies in the colours and details behind the bar—from apothecary jars filled
with bitters and syrups to bell jars and 100-pound blocks of ice. Owner Frankie
Solarik holds court in his fedora, chipping ice, talking to patrons (a mix of rockers,
hipsters, business people, locals and celebrities) and enjoying his craft thoroughly.
Solarik is a leading figure of the global cocktail renaissance. His book, The Bar
Chef, explores the importance of engaging all the senses when creating modernist
cocktails. Depth and balance—the ideas behind great wines, and great food and
wine pairings—are vital to a magnificent drink. Chapters detail the elements of the
set-up, the art and craft of mixology and, of course, include recipes for syrups,
infusions, bitters and the cocktails themselves. A chapter for non-alcoholic drinks
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rounds out the book. This book is aimed at adventurous mixologists, enthusiasts
who want to hone their skills and taste, and who want to experience something of
Solarik’s genius at home. This book is neither comprehensive nor “general.”
Rather, it is a carefully curated sampling of Solarik’s creations, featuring recipes
that are challenging but achievable, and oh so delicious.

Brooklyn Bartender
Ellen Gallagher (b. 1965) is one of the most acclaimed American artists working
today. Her paintings, collages, drawings, sculpture, animation, and film
installations, which shift between abstraction and figuration, create dynamic
encounters between the historic and the present through commentary about race,
racism, and cultural identity. Her works explore the language of modernist painting
with symbolic or narrative content, often touching on issues of representation—for
example, her 2006 piece Bird in Hand, which forms a central part of this appraisal,
is a complex relief built up in layers on canvas through the application of
newspaper cuttings, clay, rock crystals, silver paint, and gold leaf, created to evoke
the mythical Drexciya or Black Atlantis, an underwater world populated by a
marine species descended from drowned slaves. Created in close dialogue with the
artist, this book catalogues a unique opportunity to present a selective yet
coherent overview of Gallagher's practice, bringing together significant works from
the early 1990s to the present day and examining some of the key themes and
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issues that emerge, overlap, repeat, and interweave throughout her practice.

Death & Co
The Ultimate Bar Book — The bartender's bible and a James Beard nominee for the
best Wine and Spirit book, 2008 The cocktail book for your home: The Ultimate Bar
Book is an indispensable guide to classic cocktails and new drink recipes. Loaded
with essential-to-know topics such as barware, tools, and mixing tips. Classic
cocktails and new drinks: As the mistress of mixology, the author Mittie Hellmich
has the classics down for the Martini, the Bloody Mary—and the many variations
such as the Dirty Martini and the Virgin Mary. And then there are all the creative
new elixirs the author brings to the table, like the Tasmanian Twister Cocktail or
the Citron Sparkler. Illustrated secrets of classic cocktails and more: Illustrations
show precisely what type of glass should be used for each drink. With dozens of
recipes for garnishes, rims, infusions, and syrups; punches, gelatin shooters, hot
drinks, and non-alcoholic beverages; and let's not forget an essential selection of
hangover remedies, The Ultimate Bar Book is nothing short of top-shelf. If you liked
PTD Cocktail Book, 12 Bottle Bar and The Joy of Mixology, you'll love The Ultimate
Bar Book

Sheet Pan Suppers
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Full of tips, tricks, and instructional illustrations about how to prepare a wide range
of cocktail garnishes, The Art of the Garnish is a mixology must-have! The perfect
cocktail is a sight to behold, and it is often enhanced both in flavor and appearance
thanks to a garnish. Learn the ins and outs of garnishing your drinks with The Art of
the Garnish. Full of tips, tricks, and instructional illustrations on the right way to
prepare a dizzying array of garnishes, from herbs and citrus to nuts, candy, meat,
and jewelry, this book is a must-have for the aspiring mixologist! Like all the books
in the “Art of Entertaining” series The Art of the Garnish offers easy-to-follow
recipes and colorful photographs; the beautiful images detail how these garnishes
enhance cocktails and will help make you the star of happy hour.

The Dead Rabbit Drinks Manual
More than 100 cocktail recipes. Navigate the bewildering world of cocktails with
this elegant A to Z guide to every recipe that you need to know. Complete with the
stories behind the famous drinks and know-how on key cocktail topics and
techniques, The Cocktail Dictionary is the discerning drinker's guide to the art of
sipping. Covering everything from the Old Fashioned, Martini, Margarita and
Daiquiri to key cocktail techniques such as muddling, shaking, stirring and the
perfect ice. Includes stunning illustrations throughout the book.
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The Canon Cocktail Book
Winner of the 2015 James Beard Award for Best Beverage Book and the 2015 IACP
Jane Grigson Award. A revolutionary approach to making better-looking, bettertasting drinks. In Dave Arnold’s world, the shape of an ice cube, the sugars and
acids in an apple, and the bubbles in a bottle of champagne are all ingredients to
be measured, tested, and tweaked. With Liquid Intelligence, the creative force at
work in Booker & Dax, New York City’s high-tech bar, brings readers behind the
counter and into the lab. There, Arnold and his collaborators investigate
temperature, carbonation, sugar concentration, and acidity in search of ways to
enhance classic cocktails and invent new ones that revolutionize your expectations
about what a drink can look and taste like. Years of rigorous experimentation and
study—botched attempts and inspired solutions—have yielded the recipes and
techniques found in these pages. Featuring more than 120 recipes and nearly 450
color photographs, Liquid Intelligence begins with the simple—how ice forms and
how to make crystal-clear cubes in your own freezer—and then progresses into
advanced techniques like clarifying cloudy lime juice with enzymes, nitro-muddling
fresh basil to prevent browning, and infusing vodka with coffee, orange, or
peppercorns. Practical tips for preparing drinks by the pitcher, making homemade
sodas, and building a specialized bar in your own home are exactly what drink
enthusiasts need to know. For devotees seeking the cutting edge, chapters on
liquid nitrogen, chitosan/gellan washing, and the applications of a centrifuge
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expand the boundaries of traditional cocktail craft. Arnold’s book is the beginning
of a new method of making drinks, a problem-solving approach grounded in
attentive observation and creative techniques. Readers will learn how to extract
the sweet flavor of peppers without the spice, why bottling certain drinks
beforehand beats shaking them at the bar, and why quinine powder and succinic
acid lead to the perfect gin and tonic. Liquid Intelligence is about satisfying your
curiosity and refining your technique, from red-hot pokers to the elegance of an oldfashioned. Whether you’re in search of astounding drinks or a one-of-a-kind
journey into the next generation of cocktail making, Liquid Intelligence is the
ultimate standard—one that no bartender or drink enthusiast should be without.

The Art and Science of The Perfect Cocktail
A primer on drinking, history and (obviously) cocktails from a life behind bars.
Sother Teague, one of New York’s most knowledgeable bartenders and Wine
Enthusiast's Mixologist of the Year (2017), presents a brief history of both classic
and lesser-known spirits with modern-day wit and old-school bar wisdom,
accompanied by easy-to-mix drink recipes you’ll soon commit to memory. Better
than bellying up to some of the world’s best bars with a veteran bartender, this
series of essays and conversations on all things alcohol aims to reveal how the joy
of drinking changed both history and culture?and will likely inspire you to make a
little history of your own. After all, no retelling of a great caper or revolutionary
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event ever started with the phrase, “So a bunch of guys are all eating salad”. This
hardcover collection of timeless tips, insight from industry pros and 100+ recipes is
more than just a cocktail book: It’s a manifesto for living a more spirited life.

The PDT Cocktail Book
Originally published as a separate book packaged inside The NoMad Cookbook, this
revised and stand-alone edition of The NoMad Cocktail Book features more than
100 additional recipes, a service manual explaining the art of drink-making
according to the NoMad, and 30 new full-color cocktail illustrations. Organized by
type of beverage from aperitifs and classics to light, dark, and soft cocktails and
syrups/infusions, this comprehensive guide shares the secrets of bar director Leo
Robitschek's award-winning cocktail program. The NoMad Bar celebrates classically
focused cocktails, while delving into new arenas such as festive, large-format
drinks and a selection of reserve cocktails crafted with rare spirits.

The Art of the Cocktail
Winner of the Tales of the Cocktail Spirited Award for Best New Cocktail &
Bartending Book Dead Rabbit Grocery & Grog in Lower Manhattan has dominated
the bar industry, receiving award after award including World's Best Bar, World’s
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Best Cocktail Menu, World’s Best Drink Selection, and Best American Cocktail Bar.
Now, the critically acclaimed bar has its first cocktail book, The Dead Rabbit Drinks
Manual, which, along with its inventive recipes, also details founder Sean Muldoon
and bar manager Jack McGarry’s inspiring rags-to-riches story that began in Ireland
and has brought them to the top of the cocktail world. Like the bar’s décor, Dead
Rabbit’s award-winning drinks are a nod to the “Gangs of New York” era. They
range from fizzes to cobblers to toddies, each with its own historical inspiration.
There are also recipes for communal punches as well as an entire chapter on
absinthe. Along with the recipes and their photos, this stylish and handsome book
includes photographs from the bar itself so readers are able to take a peek into the
classic world of Dead Rabbit.

Liquid Intelligence: The Art and Science of the Perfect Cocktail
"Everything you need to know about throwing a successful cocktail party is in this
new book." As anyone who has hosted a dinner party knows, cocktail hour is the
most fun part of the evening for guests-but the most stressful for whoever is in
charge of keeping the drinks flowing. Master the art of craft cocktails -- or just
prepare to impress your friends -- with this cocktail chemistry list and entertaining
ideas for the home bartender! Unique features include: + The mini-bar essential
cocktail recipes: 14 best cocktail recipes - new cocktail hour - the one-bottle
cocktail + Completed with tasting notes, tips with step-by-step instructions + How
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strong is the fine art of mixing drink recipes? + Seasonal ideas for syrups, shrubs,
and garden-to-glass drinks Fancy a cocktails book!

Bitters
"Tiki cocktails are drenched in lore and legend, harking back to their invention as
escapist fantasies for depression-era Americans. This book is rich with stories of tiki
history, how drinks were invented and stolen, secret recipes and how they were
decoded, Caribbean journeys and South Pacific shipwrecks, Hollywood scandals,
and midcentury American dreams. Martin Cate is considered one of the foremost
experts in the world not only of tiki, but also rum, and here he provides a complete
primer to the various styles of rum-their history, uses, and most delicious
applications-to round out this utterly unique, wickedly fun cocktail collection."

Cocktails on Tap
Regarding Cocktails is the only book from the late Sasha Petraske, the legendary
bartender who changed cocktail culture with his speakeasy-style bar Milk & Honey.
Here are 85 cocktail recipes from his repertoire—the beloved classics and modern
variations—with stories from the bartenders he personally trained. Ingredients,
measurements, and preparations are beautifully illustrated so that readers can
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make professional cocktails at home. Sasha's advice for keeping the home bar, as
well as his musings, are collected here to inspire a new generation of bartenders
and cocktail enthusiasts.

The Imbible
The ultimate bartender's book, this richly illustrated hardcover compilation of 750
recipes comprises non-alcoholic drinks as well as sours, toddies, flips, slings, fizzes,
coolers, rickeys, juleps, punches, and other refreshments.

The Art of the Garnish
The backstory of John Avery Whittaker, the beloved patriarch of the Adventures in
Odyssey audio dramas, continues with more intriguing mysteries and exciting
action. Book 2 concerns a coffin previously hidden under the floor in an old,
supposedly haunted mansion and the meaning behind an old journal bequeathed
to Johnny by his grandfather.

The Sourdough School: Sweet Baking
A first-of-its-kind collection, The Brooklyn Bartender gathers 300 of the most
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innovative, exciting, and authentic cocktail recipes from this booming, destination
borough at the height of its international popularity. Brooklyn is one of the top
trendsetting places today anywhere. Its neighborhoods, artists, writers,
restaurants, and, yes, drinking establishments set the pace for the rest of the
nation. Brooklyn Bartender takes us behind the bar to experience 300 of the best
and most inventive drinks being served today, plus tips for at-home mixologists.
Organized by spirit, the recipes allow readers to replicate bartenders' signature
drinks, including everything from the ornate juleps and cobblers of Maison
Premiere to the party-friendly "Frozemonade" at Extra Fancy to the namesake gin
cocktail of Clover Club. Additional features include "5 Takes on the Martini" and
variations on other classic drinks, as well as bartenders' recommendation for
events, infused spirits, and more. Designed to be the perfect bar-side companion,
the sophisticated compilation will be enhanced by more than 250 photos and
illustrations.

Liquid Intelligence
“Integrates modern cooking technique with innovative classical cocktail
preparation . . . invaluable for aspiring mixologists looking to go pro.”—Jim
Meehan, author of The PDT Cocktail Book Home to the Western Hemisphere’s
largest spirit collection, Seattle bar Canon: Whiskey and Bitters Emporium has
achieved unprecedented, worldwide acclaim. Named Best Bar in America by
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Esquire, Canon received Tales of the Cocktail Spirited Awards for World’s Best
Drinks Selection (2013) and World’s Best Spirits Selection (2015), and Drinks
International included it on their prestigious World’s 50 Best Bars list. In his debut,
legendary bartender and Canon founder Jamie Boudreau offers 100 cocktail recipes
ranging from riffs on the classics, like the Cobbler’s Dream and Corpse Reviver, to
their lineup of original house drinks, such as the Truffled Old Fashioned and the
Banksy Sour. In addition to tips, recipes, and formulas for top-notch cocktails,
syrups, and infusions, Boudreau breaks down the fundamentals and challenges of
opening and running a bar—from business plans to menu creation. The Canon
Cocktail Book is poised to be an essential drinks manual for both the at-home
cocktail enthusiast and bar industry professional. “If you’re lucky enough to have
drunk at Canon, the bar, you’ll find reading Canon, the cocktail book, remarkably
similar: rich in detail, surprising, sometimes challenging, and always delightful. If
you haven’t been to Canon, at least read the book. A few pages in and you’ll be on
your phone, booking a flight to Seattle.”—David Wondrich, author of Imbibe! and
Punch “The collection is unassailable . . . This terrific resource is sure to send
armchair bartenders scurrying to their shakers.”—Publishers Weekly
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